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 v? The samsung printer has a sensor where you can press the printer to resync the printer after it is turned off or reset. The problem with the samsungs is that it wont sync to the printer when you turn the printer off. I have a router that allows me to use WLAN on a port and my printer is on a different port. The printer that I am looking to use is a samsung ml-23v. The wifi I am using is an airLink
AC1200 3.0Ghz router. When I turn the printer off the samsung resets and the printer prints out an error message on the screen to say that its not able to sync to the printer and it will reset in 10 seconds. I unplugged the printer from the router and waited for the printer to reset. I plugged the printer back in and turned on the printer. At that time I turned the printer off and plugged it back in. Nothing

printed out on the samsung. I turned it on and a few seconds after turning the printer off and plugging it back in the error message I mentioned above showed up on the samsung screen. If I turn off the printer and plug it back in then turn on the printer it will reset again. I just dont understand how the samsung printer resets after I have turned it off and plugged it back in. I did notice that the router has
a button for resetting the router that I am not sure what I am supposed to be doing with that button. I dont know if its just a samsung issue but anyone have any ideas on how I can fix this. Re: printer toner reset firmware fix samsung ml-2160 23v? If you have a reset button on the front of the router it is usually the "on" button to turn the router on. If you are not sure, just try the button. When you
turned the router off and plugged it back in, did you plug it into the same port it was plugged in before? If not, maybe the port was damaged. I dont know much about the sensors on the printer and I dont know how you can reset the sensors for them but I have reset a printer that I was using by resetting the front panel on the router. It was resetting my router but the router was fine when I finished
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